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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Natural selection leaves detectable signatures in the genome of a 
species, and characterizing and quantifying such signatures at the 
molecular level is one of the major goals of evolutionary genomics. 
Detecting genes, or genomic regions, that have been targeted by nat-
ural selection is significant not only because they illustrate the ac-
tion of evolutionary processes and shed light on species histories but 
also because they could represent biologically meaningful variation 
that may provide important functional information (Nielsen, 2005; 
Vitti et al., 2013).

The nearly neutral theory (Ohta, 1973) was proposed as an ex-
tension to the neutral theory model (Kimura, 1983) to overcome 
some of the shortcomings of the neutral model which inadequately 
explained emerging molecular data, in particular, the constancy of 
the molecular clock (Chen et al., 2020). Compared with the neutral 
theory, where mutations are assumed to be either neutral or strongly 
deleterious, the nearly neutral theory also considers a class of mu-
tations that are weakly selected and effectively neutral and the 
fraction of mutations affected by selection hence depends on the 
effective population size (Ohta, 1973, 1992; Ohta & Gillespie, 1996). 
This weak selection model was described by Kreitman (1996) as ‘the 
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Abstract
Detecting natural selection is one of the major goals of evolutionary genomics. Here, 
we sequenced the whole genome of 25 Picea abies individuals and quantified the 
amount of selection across the genome. Using an estimate of the distribution of fit-
ness effects, we showed that both negative selection and the rate of positively se-
lected substitutions are very limited in coding regions. We found a positive correlation 
between the rate of adaptive substitutions and recombination rate and a negative 
correlation between the rate of adaptive substitutions and gene density, suggesting 
a widespread influence from Hill– Robertson interference on the efficiency of protein 
adaptation in P. abies. Finally, the distinct population statistics between genomic re-
gions under either positive or balancing selection with that under neutral regions indi-
cated the impact of natural selection on the genomic architecture of Norway spruce. 
Further gene ontology enrichment analysis for genes located in regions identified as 
undergoing either positive or long- term balancing selection also highlighted the spe-
cific molecular functions and biological processes that appear to be targets of selec-
tion in Norway spruce.
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slightly deleterious model’ and primarily considers slightly deleteri-
ous mutations. Both the strict neutral theory and the nearly neutral 
theory assume that ‘only a minute fraction of DNA changes in evo-
lution are adaptive in nature’ (Kimura, 1983; Ohta, 1973) and thus 
suggest that mutations influenced by positive selection are too rare 
to have any ‘statistically’ significant effect on the rate of evolution in 
most organisms (Ingvarsson, 2009). While we do not expect advan-
tageous mutations to play much role in patterns of polymorphism, 
however, we do expect them to pay a contribution to substitutions 
occurring over evolutionary time, referred to as ‘the rate of evolu-
tion’. Although we should carefully treat the situation, e.g., if the 
population is mutation rate limited, the adaptive evolution rate will 
be influenced by population size, since there will be a larger pool 
of potential adaptive mutations with larger effective population size 
(Lanfear et al., 2014). Alternative models allocating a greater role 
to positive selection thus have been proposed, and these suggest 
that the rate of evolution should be determined by both the ben-
eficial mutation rate and how quickly these mutations can spread 
and ultimately fix in a species (Gillespie, 1991, 2000, 2001). Under 
such models, clarifying and quantifying the relative contribution of 
neutral, beneficial and deleterious mutations to rates of evolution 
across the genome is one of the outstanding problems in evolution-
ary genetics.

Keightley and Eyre- Walker (2007) developed a site frequency 
spectrum (SFS) based on maximum- likelihood approach that com-
bines within- species nucleotide polymorphism data and parameters 
of a demographic model that allows a population size change at some 
time in the past, to estimate the distribution of fitness effects (DFE) 
of newly arisen mutations. This method was subsequently extended 
to also estimate the efficiency of adaptive molecular evolution by 
inferring the rate and fitness effects of advantageous mutations by 
accounting for the contribution of slightly deleterious mutations to 
polymorphism and divergence (Eyre- Walker & Keightley, 2009). This 
method, thus, makes it possible to quantify the adaptive rate in spe-
cies while still regarding the nearly neutral model as the de facto 
null model.

Current evidence suggests that both positive and negative 
selection are common in coding and some noncoding regions in 
several model systems, e.g. Drosophila (Andolfatto, 2005; Fraïsse 
et al., 2019; Haddrill et al., 2008), humans (Arbiza et al., 2013; 
Lindblad- Toh et al., 2011; Torgerson et al., 2009) and mice (Halligan 
et al., 2010; Kousathanas et al., 2011). It has been suggested that the 
majority of adaptive evolution may occur in noncoding, regulatory 
regions because new mutations that occur in these regions may have 
fewer deleterious pleiotropic effects (Carroll, 2005; Wray, 2007). 
Halligan et al. (2013) showed that there have been many adaptive 
substitutions in noncoding DNA than in coding regions in house 
mice, although adaptive substitutions in coding regions may experi-
ence stronger positive selection. However, our understanding of the 
action of natural selection remains relatively limited in plants, par-
ticularly in noncoding regions. Studies in Capsella grandiflora found 
widespread positive and negative selection in both coding and reg-
ulatory regions, but also suggested that both positive and negative 

selection on plant noncoding sequences are considerably rarer than 
in animal genomes (Williamson et al., 2014).

Accumulated evidence over the last decade shows that the rates 
of adaptive protein evolution are high in some species. For instance, 
45% of all amino acid substitutions are thought to have been fixed by 
positive selection in Drosophila (D. simulans and D. yakuba, Smith & 
Eyre- Walker, 2002), more than 50% in enteric bacteria (E. coli and S. 
enterica, Charlesworth & Eyre- Walker, 2006), 57% in wild mice (Mus 
musculus castaneus, Halligan et al., 2010), 40% in C. grandiflora (Slotte 
et al., 2010), 30% in Populus tremula (Ingvarsson, 2009) and between 
10% and 20% of substitutions differentiating humans and chimpan-
zees (Boyko et al., 2008; Gojobori et al., 2007). Estimating the rates 
of adaptive evolution in protein- coding sequences and the findings 
that the rates of adaptive evolution differ across species opens up 
possibilities to investigate the factors affecting the efficiency of nat-
ural selection. Hill– Robertson interference (HRi) is expected to re-
duce the overall efficiency of natural selection when there is linkage 
between sites occurring on haplotype under selection (Castellano 
et al., 2016; Comeron et al., 2008; Felsenstein, 1974; Hill & Robert-
son, 1966). Specifically, when a newly arisen advantageous mutation 
is linked to other beneficial mutations, the probability of fixation 
will be reduced because of competition among the different adap-
tive mutations. Similarly, when an advantageous mutation arises in 
linkage disequilibrium with deleterious mutations, its fixation proba-
bility will also decrease if it cannot recombine away from the delete-
rious background (Castellano et al., 2016; Comeron et al., 2008). The 
magnitude of this linkage effect depends on recombination rates and 
the strength of selection. We, therefore, expect a positive correla-
tion between recombination rate and the rate of adaptive evolution, 
as the influence of linkage is expected to be stronger and will hence 
result in stronger HRi in regions of low recombination compared 
to high recombination (Corbett- Detig et al., 2015; Cutter & Pay-
seur, 2013; Ellegren & Galtier, 2016; Wang et al., 2016). Similarly, 
genes embedded in gene- rich regions should show stronger HRi due 
to stronger linkage effect than genes located in gene poor regions 
because the densities of selected sites are thought to be higher in 
gene- rich regions (Cutter & Payseur, 2013; Flowers et al., 2012; 
Wang et al., 2016). The net result is an expected negative correlation 
between gene density and rates of adaptive evolution.

The factors that maintain genetic and phenotypic variation 
within natural populations have long been an important topic in evo-
lutionary biology (Delph & Kelly, 2014). Positive selection raises the 
frequency of adaptive mutations over time in a population, while neg-
ative selection decreases the frequency of alleles that impair fitness, 
and both processes act to reduce genetic diversity (Dutheil, 2020). 
In contrast, balancing selection maintains multiple advantageous 
polymorphisms in populations, leading to an increased genetic di-
versity in regions surrounding a balanced polymorphism (de Filippo 
et al., 2016). The importance of balancing selection shaping genetic 
diversity has been investigated in many species. Koenig et al. (2019) 
pointed to long- term balancing selection as an important factor 
shaping the genetics of immune systems in plants and as the pre-
dominant driver of genomic variability after a population bottleneck 
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in the genus Capsella. Wang, Street, et al. (2020) and provided ev-
idence that apart from background selection, both recent positive 
selection and long- term balancing selection have also been crucial 
components in shaping patterns of genome- wide variation during 
the speciation process among the three aspen species (P. tremula, P. 
davidiana and P. tremuloides) by inferring the genealogical relation-
ships and estimating the extent of ancient introgression across the 
genome.

Conifers are the most widely distributed group of gymno-
sperms and are estimated to cover ~39% of the world's forests 
(De La Torre et al., 2014). Conifer genomes are large (typically 
20– 40 Gb) and highly repetitive but nevertheless show a largely 
conserved synteny even over long evolutionary timescales (Nyst-
edt et al., 2013; Pavy et al., 2012). The large size of most conifer 
genomes has made them inaccessible to genome- wide studies, but 
the recent publication of a draft reference genome for Norway 
spruce (Nystedt et al., 2013), one of the most important conifer 
species from both an ecological and economical perspective, has 
opened up possibilities for whole- genome resequencing in this 
species and thus also to assess how patterns of natural selection 
vary across the genome (Wang, Bernhardsson, et al., 2020). In 
this paper, we use available genome resources for Norway spruce 
together with whole- genome resequencing data generated from 
samples of trees spanning the distribution range of Picea abies to 
quantify both positive and negative selection acting on coding 
and noncoding regions. In addition, we use genome scans across 
the Norway spruce genome to identify genomic regions that have 
been targeted by either recent positive selection or long- term bal-
ancing selection to assess how natural selection affects patterns 
of variation and to also understand the functions of gene located 
in those regions.

2  |  METHODS

2.1  |  Sampling, sequencing and variant calling

We used whole- genome resequencing data from 34 individuals 
of Norway spruce (P. abies) previously described in Wang, Street, 
et al. (2020). The samples were collected to span the natural dis-
tribution of the species, extending from Finland in the east to Swe-
den and Norway in the west and Belarus, Poland and Romania in the 
south (Table S1; Figure S1). All samples were collected from newly 
emerged needles or dormant buds and were stored at −80°C until 
DNA extraction using a Qiagen plant mini kit following the manufac-
turer's instructions. All sequencing were performed at the National 
Genomics Initiative platform at the SciLifeLab facilities in Stockholm, 
Sweden, using paired- end libraries with an insert size of 500 bp. We 
additionally downloaded whole- genome resequencing data from 
one sample of Picea glauca from NCBI (BioSample: SAMN02736787) 
as the outgroup in this study.

The bioinformatics pipeline used to handle all sequencing data 
has previously been described in detail in Bernhardsson et al. (2020) 

and Wang, Street, et al. (2020). Briefly, all raw sequence reads were 
first mapped to the complete P. abies reference genome v.1.0 (Nyst-
edt et al., 2013) using BWA- MEM v0.7.15 (http://bio- bwa.sourc 
eforge.net/bwa.shtml, Li, 2013) with default settings. To reduce 
the computational complexity of the subsequent SNP calling (due 
to the large genome size, high repetitive content and fragmented 
genome assembly), we reduced the data by only considering ge-
nomic scaffolds greater than 1 kb in size and then subdivided the 
BAM files containing the mapped reads into 20 smaller data sub-
sets to enable us to curate the data in parallel and to enable existing 
software tools (e.g. GATK) to handle the entire data set. In order 
to eliminate artefacts introduced due to DNA amplification by PCR, 
which could potentially lead to excessively high read depth in some 
regions, PCR duplicates were marked in all data subsets using Mark-
Duplicates in Picard v2.0.1 (http://broad insti tute.github.io/picar d/). 
Local realignment was further performed to minimize mismatching 
bases occurring in regions with insertions and/or deletions (indels) 
during the mapping step by first flagging suspected intervals using 
RealignerTargetCreator, followed by realignment of those intervals 
using IndelRealigner, both implemented in GATK v3.7 (DePristo 
et al., 2011). Finally, we performed variant calling using GATK Haplo-
typeCaller to generate intermediate genomic VCFs (gVCFs) and then 
carried out joint calling on all gVCF files for the 34 samples using 
the GenotypeGVCFs module in GATK. Information including original 
sampling location, platform used and estimated coverage from raw 
sequencing reads and of BAM files after mapping are given for all 
individuals in Table S1. In addition, we downloaded raw sequences 
from one individual of White spruce (P. glauca) to use as an outgroup 
from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/sra?LinkN ame=biopr oject_sra_all&from_uid=242552) and per-
formed all steps of variant calling described above except for the 
joint calling step.

2.2  |  Filtering to maintain high- quality SNPs

In order to retain high- quality SNPs, we performed the following 
filtering steps for all called variants to reduce the number of false- 
positive SNPs. We only included biallelic SNPs positioned >5 bp 
away from an indel and where the SNP quality parameters fulfilled 
GATK recommendations for hard filtering.

(https://gatkf orums.broad insti tute.org/gatk/discu ssion/ 2806/
howto - apply - hard- filte rs- to- a- call- set). We also recoded gen-
otype calls with a depth outside the range 6– 30 and a GQ <15 
to missing data and filtered each SNP for being variable with an 
overall average depth in the range of 8– 20 and a ‘maximum miss-
ing’ value of 0.8 (max 20% missing data). Finally, as SNPs were 
called in collapsed regions in the assembly, likely containing non-
unique regions in the genome, should show excess heterozygos-
ities as they are based on reads that are derived from different 
genomic regions, we removed all SNPs that displayed a p- value for 
excess of heterozygosity <.05. SNPs that passed all the different 
hard filtering criteria were used in the downstream analyses. For 
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more detailed information on the genotype hard filtering criteria 
used, please refer to Bernhardsson et al. (2020) and Wang, Street, 
et al. (2020).

2.3  |  Population structure

The population structure of the 34 individuals has previously been 
investigated in Wang, Street, et al. (2020). Wang, Street, et al. (2020) 
identified three main populations where samples from Belarus, Po-
land and Romania grouped into a cluster defined as ‘Central- Europe’, 
three Finish samples clustered into one group defined as ‘Finland’, 
and the remaining 25 individuals from Norway and northern Sweden 
clustered into one group defined as the ‘Sweden– Norway’ popula-
tion. To avoid underlying confounding effects of population struc-
ture, we performed all downstream analyses in this paper using only 
individuals derived from the ‘Sweden– Norway’ population.

2.4  |  Functional sites and genomic features 
estimates: Nucleotide diversity, Tajima's D, 
divergence, recombination rate, gene density, GC 
density and repeat density

BED files for different genomic contexts (fourfold synonymous 
sites, zerofold nonsynonymous sites, intronic sites and intergenic 
sites) were generated from the genome annotation for P. abies v1.0 
(available from ftp://plant genie.org/Data/Plant GenIE/ Picea_abies/ 
v1.0/gff) using a custom- made python script (https://github.com/
parki ngvar sson/Degen eracy/). We also generated a BED file from 
the ultra- conserved intergenic regions identified between P. abies 
and P. sylvestris

(ftp://plant genie.org/Data/Plant GenIE/ Picea_abies/ v1.0/gff/
Conse rved_seque nces/Psylv estris.gff3.gz). Nystedt et al. (2013) se-
quenced a single P. sylvestris individual to 12.5× coverage to enable 
comparative analyses with P. abies. Ultra- conserved regions between 
the two species (150MY divergence time) were identified using two 
approaches: (i) aligning P. sylvestris sequencing reads against the P. 
abies genome using BWA with alignment lengths of 100 bps and al-
lowing up to 10 mismatches and one gap opening, hence requiring a 
90% identity, and (ii) sequences not as highly conserved as required 
by the BWA approach were identified using BLAST. P. sylvestris ge-
nome contigs were aligned against the P. abies genome using BLAST 
with a minimum percentage of identity at 60% and an e- value re-
quirement of e- 10. These strategies were combined by intersecting 
regions identified with regions covered by either genes or repetitive 
elements. All conserved regions not corresponding to genes and 
repeats were considered to be ultra- conserved regions between 
P. sylvestris and P. abies. Separate VCF files were generated for the 
different site categories from the original VCF files based on the ge-
nomic BED files using vcftools.

We used ANGSD v0.921 (Korneliussen et al., 2014) to estimate 
pairwise nucleotide diversity and Tajima's D by calculating the site 

allele frequency likelihood based on normalized phred- scaled likeli-
hoods of the possible genotypes (PL tag in the VCF file). Divergence 
was calculated between P. abies and the outgroup species P. glauga 
at fourfold, zerofold, intronic and intergenic sites by measuring the 
number of fixed differences per scaffold. The population- scaled re-
combination rate (4Ner) was estimated per scaffold for each popu-
lation using a Bayesian reversible- jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
scheme under the crossing- over model as implemented in LDhat 
v2.2 (McVean et al., 2004). We performed 1,000,000 Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo iterations with sampling every 2000 iterations and set 
up a block penalty parameter of 5 using a data set consisting of only 
scaffolds longer than 5 kb because shorter scaffolds generally did 
not produce stable estimates. The first 100,000 iterations of the 
reversible- jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo scheme were discarded 
as a burn- in. We measured gene density per scaffold as the ratio 
of sites falling within a gene model on the scaffold to the overall 
length of the scaffold. The same method was used to estimate re-
peat density using information on repeat content per scaffold (ftp://
plant genie.org/Data/ConGe nIE/Picea_abies/ v1.0/GFF3/Repea ts/). 
GC density was calculated at the scaffold level as the fraction of 
bases where the reference sequence (P. abies genome v1.0) was a G 
or a C using BEDtools.

2.5  |  Estimating the distribution of deleterious 
fitness effects and the fraction of adaptive 
substitutions for both genic and nongenic regions

The distribution of fitness effects of new mutations (DFE) speci-
fies the probability of a new mutation having a given fitness effect 
(Keightley & Eyre- Walker, 2007). The software DFE- alpha (Keight-
ley & Eyre- Walker, 2007) was employed to estimate the fraction of 
sites under negative selection with different effective strengths by 
incorporating the expected allele frequency distribution generated 
by transition matrix methods and simultaneously a demographic 
model that includes a step population size change. This method was 
based on the ‘slightly deleterious model’ which assumes that the fit-
ness effects of new mutations at putatively neutral sites are zero and 
that mutations are unconditionally deleterious at selected sites as 
advantageous mutations are assumed to be too rare to contribute to 
polymorphism (Keightley & Eyre- Walker, 2007). In order to make the 
results more robust, we generated the folded SFS for each category 
of selected sites (zerofold nonsynonymous, intronic, conserved, pro-
moters, intergenic sites) and a class of putatively neutral reference 
sites (fourfold synonymous sites) from SNP data using ANGSD and 
reported the proportion of mutations falling into different effec-
tive strengths of selection (Nes, where Ne is the effective population 
size and s is the selection coefficient) range: 0– 1, 1– 10, 10– 100 and 
>100, which correspond to effectively neutral, mildly deleterious, 
deleterious and strongly deleterious, respectively.

Based on the estimated distribution of fitness effects of new 
deleterious mutations from the polymorphism data, DFE- alpha 
further predicts the numbers of substitutions originating from 
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neutral and slightly deleterious mutations between two species 
by using divergence data (Eyre- Walker & Keightley, 2009). If the 
observed number of substitutions is greater than this expectation, 
the proportion of adaptive substitutions (α) and the rate of adap-
tive substitutions expressed relative to the neutral substitution 
rate (ω) are estimated from the difference between observed and 
expected substitutions (Eyre- Walker & Keightley, 2009). We used 
P. glauga as outgroup to infer parameters under positive selection 
at zerofold, intronic, conserved, promoters and intergenic sites of 
Norway spruce genome. Jukes– Cantor multiple hits correction 
was applied to the divergence estimates (Jukes & Cantor, 1969). 
To calculate 95% of confidence intervals (CI) range for each pa-
rameter, we first generated 100 bootstrap replicates by resam-
pling randomly across all scaffolds for each site class (zerofold, 
introns, conserved, promoters and intergenic region), together 
with the fourfold (neutral) sites simultaneously using R (R Core 
Team, 2017). We then calculated the SFS for both functional and 
neutral sites for each 100 bootstraps and used them as input to 
DFE- alpha. CI range of 95% for each parameter (Nes, α and ω) was 
finally represented by excluding the top and bottom 2.5% of the 
estimated parameter values.

2.6  |  Gene bins and the factors affecting amino 
acid adaptive evolution

To understand the factors influencing the efficiency of natural selec-
tion, we further assessed correlations between the rate of adaptive 
evolution and population genetic statistics within genic regions. To 
avoid the noisy and large sampling variances arising from estimates 
of single genes due to limited numbers of segregating or diver-
gent sites for some site classes (Castellano et al., 2016; Moutinho 
et al., 2020; Stoletzki & Eyre- Walker, 2011), we grouped scaffolds 
with genes into bins according to their estimated rate of recombi-
nation, gene density and mutation rates. The rank of values for all 
these bins can be referred in Tables S4 and S5. Assuming that four-
fold synonymous sites are free of the effects of selection and thus 
serve as our baseline, we first detected the proportion of adaptive 
substitutions (α) (zerofold nonsynonymous sites) in each bin by run-
ning DFE- alpha (Eyre- Walker & Keightley, 2009). From these esti-
mates, the rate of adaptive evolution (Ka+) can be estimated using 
the expression: Ka+ = αKa, where Ka represents the number of non-
synonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site. As a compari-
son, we also calculated the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous 
substitutions (Ka/Ks) for all bins separately and estimate the correla-
tion between the Ka/Ks ratio and the genomic features of interest.

All statistical analyses were performed using the R statistical 
package (R Core Team, 2017). Linear regressions were carried out 
with the R function ‘lm’, and nonlinear regressions were run using 
the R function ‘nls’. To compare the linear and nonlinear model fits, 
we calculated Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) using the R func-
tions ‘AIC’ and ‘BIC’. Pairwise correlations between the variables of 

interest were calculated using Spearman's rank correlations using 
the basic R function ‘cor.test’.

2.7  |  Genome- wide scan for regions under positive 
selection and balancing selection

Selective sweeps leave distinct signatures in the genome of an or-
ganism (Stephan, 2019). To identify the loci and/or regions that have 
undergone recent positive selection, we scanned the whole genome 
of Norway spruce, using RAiSD (Raised Accuracy in Sweep Detec-
tion), which use multiple signatures of a selective sweep via the 
enumeration of SNP vectors (Alachiotis & Pavlidis, 2018). This pro-
gramme introduced the μ statistic, a composite evaluation test that 
scores genomic regions by quantifying changes in the SFS, the lev-
els of LD and the amount of genetic diversity along a chromosome, 
achieving high sensitivity and accuracy while reducing the compu-
tational complexity, which allows for faster processing with limited 
memory requirements (Alachiotis & Pavlidis, 2018). We ran RAiSD 
using default settings on a subset of the complete data, consisting of 
individuals from the Sweden– Norway population (25 individuals), to 
remove possible influences due to population structure.

In order to detect regions under long- term balancing selec-
tion, we scanned the whole genome of Norway spruce (again using 
the Sweden– Norway population to limit the effects of population 
structure) using the β (beta) score summary statistic which detects 
clusters of alleles at similar frequencies (Siewert & Voight, 2017). 
This statistic was proposed based on simulations showing that new 
mutations which arise in close proximity to a site targeted by bal-
ancing selection accumulate at frequencies nearly identical to that 
of the balanced polymorphism (Siewert & Voight, 2017). Compared 
to existing summary statistics, the β score has improved power to 
detect balancing selection, is reasonably powered under nonequi-
librium demographic models and across a range of recombination 
and mutation rates, and is computationally efficient and applicable 
to species that lack appropriate outgroup sequences (Siewert & 
Voight, 2017). We first converted our VCF file to a betascan input 
file by running two scripts, ‘vcfm2acf’ and ‘acf2betascan’, from the 
glactools package (https://github.com/grena ud/glact ools). We cal-
culated the folded β statistic in 1 kbp windows since the signals of 
long- term balancing selection are usually localized to very narrow 
genomic regions (Gao et al., 2015; Wang, Street, et al., 2020). To 
prevent false positives, we filtered out SNPs with a folded frequency 
lower than 20% and defined significant SNPs as those SNPs with 
extreme β scores in the top 0.1% of sites from the genome- wide β 
score distribution.

To assess the effects of positive and balancing selection on 
patterns of genome- wide variation, we compared outlier windows 
identified in two methods, representing regions under positive or 
balancing selection, with the remaining genomic regions using a vari-
ety of population genetic summary statistics, including pairwise nu-
cleotide diversity, Tajima's D, the population- scaled recombination 
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rate, gene density, GC density and repeat density for Sweden– 
Norway population (25 individuals).

2.8  |  GO enrichment

To determine whether any functional categories were overrepre-
sented among genes in the regions that we identified as being under 
positive or balancing selection, we performed functional enrichment 
analysis of GO categories using Fisher's exact test (http://conge 
nie.org/enric hment). p- values for Fisher's exact test were further 
corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini– Hochberg FDR 
method (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). GO terms with an FDR cor-
rected p- value <.1 were considered to be significantly enriched.

3  |  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Whole- genome resequencing data were generated for 25 individu-
als sampled to span the natural distribution of P. abies using Illumina 
HiSeq 2000 or HiSeq X with a mean sequence coverage of 18.1× per 
individual (Table S1). All raw sequence reads were mapped to the 
complete P. abies reference genome v.1.0, which contains ~10 mil-
lion scaffolds covering 12.6 Gb out of the estimated genome size of 
~20 Gb (Nystedt et al., 2013). To reduce the computational complex-
ity of SNP calling, BAM files were subsetted to only include scaffolds 
longer than 1 kb and then subdivided into 20 genomic subsets with 
~100,000 scaffolds in each. After PCR duplication removal, local re-
alignment, variant calling and several steps for hard filtering, 293.9 
million high- quality SNPs remained for all downstream analyses. The 
number of sites in each functional category is reported in Table S2.

3.1  |  Genome- wide measures of purifying selection

Purifying selection in a genomic region is usually considered to be a 
clear sign that the region has some functional importance and there-
fore shows evolutionary conservation. To quantify the amount and 
strength of purifying selection acting across the genome of Norway 
spruce, we used the methods of Keightley and Eyre- Walker (2007) 
to infer the percentage of deleterious mutations falling into differ-
ent categories based on the effective strength of negative selection 
(in terms of Nes). We assessed this for different categories of sites, 
including zerofold nonsynonymous, intronic, conserved, promoters 
and intergenic sites using fourfold synonymous sites as a putatively 
neutral baseline (Figure 1a; Table 1). For zerofold nonsynonymous 
sites, most of the mutations fell in the range representing weakly 
deleterious mutations that behave as effectively neutral (0 < Nes <1), 
making up 68.7% (95% CI: 62.3%– 77.1%) of all sites. Meanwhile, 
13.7% (95% CI: 4.30%– 21.5%) of amino acid mutations are con-
sidered strongly deleterious (Nes > 100), suggesting that they are 
under strong purifying selection. The remaining nonsynonymous 
mutations are under moderate level of negative selection, of which 
8.40% (95% CI: 7.60%– 9.20%) are classified as mildly deleterious 
(1 < Nes <10) and 9.30% (95% CI: 8.40%– 9.60%) are deleterious mu-
tations (10 < Nes <100). As a comparison, for intronic, conserved, 
promoters and intergenic sites, the vast majority mutations, ap-
proaching 100%, are considered nearly neutral with Nes falling in the 
range between 0 and 1.

By analysing more than 2400 loci with an average length of ~280 
nucleotides from 11 plant species, Gossmann et al. (2010) estimated 
the distribution of fitness effects of new mutations (DFE) in protein- 
coding sequences and found that in all species, the largest proportion 
of mutations are strongly deleterious with Nes > 100 and for most 

F I G U R E  1  Estimates of negative 
and positive selection on coding and 
noncoding sites in P. abies. (a) The 
proportion of sites found in each bin of 
purifying selection strength, separated by 
site type. (b) The proportion of divergent 
sites fixed by positive selection (α), and 
(c) the rate of adaptive substitution 
relative to neutral divergence (ω). Error 
bars represent 95% bootstrap confidence 
intervals.

(a) (b)
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species less than 25% of amino acid- changing mutations behave as 
effectively neutral (0 < Nes <1). However, three species (Boechera 
stricta, Populus balsamifera and Schiedea globosa) showed an excess 
of neutral mutations (>25%) and a decrease of strongly deleteri-
ous mutations (<55%). These results suggest a clear impact of the 
species- wide effective population size (Ne) on the DFE that species 
with small Ne tend to have a relatively large proportion of mutations 
that are effectively neutral. Gossmann et al. (2010) additionally esti-
mated the DFE from both wild and domesticated populations of rice 
and found that domesticated varieties of Oryza japonica showed a 
higher proportion of effectively neutral mutations than the wild spe-
cies O. rufipogon, which may reflect a lower effective population size 
associated with domesticated varieties. Wang, Street, et al. (2020) 
inferred the demographic history of Norway spruce and found that it 
is characterized by several reoccurring bottlenecks corresponding to 
drastic climate fluctuations during the Quaternary with concomitant 
decreases in effective population size, even though the species has 
a widespread current geographic distribution. Historical population 
size fluctuations and reoccurring bottlenecks have sharply reduced 
the effective population size in Norway spruce and are one of the 
likely reasons for the large proportion of new amino acid mutations 
that we classify as effectively neutral. Human- mediated selection 
and the use of limited seed sources for reforestation could also have 
contributed to a reduction in the effective population size. Chen 
et al. (2019) showed that a large proportion of the 1499 individuals 
stemming from the Norway spruce breeding programme in southern 
Sweden correspond to recent introductions from mainland Europe. 
This fact suggests that humans have affected the demography of 
Norway spruce through breeding, although the extent of such pro-
cesses is unclear and is worthy of further study. Moreover, when 
estimating negative selection, the DFE accounts for only deleteri-
ous mutations rather than both deleterious and adaptive mutations 
(Keightley & Eyre- Walker, 2007). Putative mutations under positive 
selection will be added to the category of effectively neutral muta-
tions, leading to a higher proportion of mutations falling to range 

representing effectively neutral (0 < Nes <1), although the biases due 
to these processes vary with Ne (Chen, Glémin, & Lascoux, 2017; 
Chen, Zhang, et al., 2017). Finally, the presence of strong and ex-
tensive codon usage bias might violate the presumed neutrality of 
synonymous sites. Several analyses of codon usage bias from pop-
ulation genetic data suggest the action of selection on synonymous 
sites in plant species (Ingvarsson, 2010; Lawrie et al., 2013; Mach-
ado et al., 2020; Qiu et al., 2011). De La Torre et al. (2015) found 
high levels of codon bias, measured as Fop, in P. abies and P. glauca 
when analysing genome- wide levels of gene expression (>50,000 
expressed genes) data. Thus, selection on at least a fraction of the 
synonymous sites in Norway spruce due to strong codon usage bias 
cannot be ruled out and may therefore contribute to a downwardly 
biased estimate of the proportion of strongly deleterious amino acid 
mutations. An alternative would be to use, for example, sites from 
short introns that have shown to be better approximations for neu-
trally evolving sites in, e.g., Drosophila (Haddrill et al., 2005; Halligan 
et al., 2004). Once the contiguity of the current Norway spruce ge-
nome assembly has been improved, it would be valuable to assess to 
what extent intron sites in introns of varying lengths are conserved.

Compared to the variable proportions of different classes of 
purifying selection observed at nonsynonymous sites, negative se-
lection appears to largely be absent in both intronic and intergenic 
regions. This is similar to the observations by Williamson et al. (2014) 
in whole- genome sequences from 13 Capsella grandiflora individuals. 
Their data showed that the proportion of intergenic sites that are 
nearly neutral approached 100% and that approximately 70% of in-
tronic sites were behaving as effectively neutral. Furthermore, after 
bootstrapping the latter estimate, it was deemed not significantly 
different from 100% of intronic sites being effectively neutral. Sim-
ilar patterns were also found by Lin et al. (2018) which showed that 
negative selection was rare or absent in noncoding regions for two 
aspen species, with 72.7% of intronic sites in Populus tremula, 74.8% 
of intronic sites in P. tremuloides and 100% in intergenic region for 
both species falling in the effectively neutral category (0 < Nes <1). 

TA B L E  1  Estimates of the distribution of fitness effects of new mutations at zerofold nonsynonymous sites, intronic sites, conserved 
region, promoters and intergenic sites falling in different Nes ranges, and proportion of divergence driven to fixation by positive selection (α) 
and the rate of adaptive substitution relative to neutral divergence (ω) in P. abies.

P. abies Negative selection Positive selection

Category Nes (0– 1) Nes (1– 10) Nes (10– 100) Nes (>100)

P. Glauga (outgroup)

α ω

Zerofold 0.687 
(0.623– 0.771)

0.084 
(0.076– 0.092)

0.093 
(0.084– 0.096)

0.137 
(0.043– 0.215)

.096 (−.037– .227) .071 (−.024– .193)

Intronic 1.000 
(1.000– 1.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

.417 (.293– .517) .716 (.414– 1.07)

Conserveda 1.000 
(1.000– 1.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

.228 (.141– .338) .295 (.164– .510)

Intergenic 1.000 
(1.000– 1.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

0.000 
(0.000– 0.000)

.139 (.032– .256) .161 (.033– .345)

Note: Ninety- five percent bootstrap confidence intervals are shown in parentheses.
aConserved: conserved region between P. abies and P. sylvestris (Scots pine).
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However, the DFE approach might not be sensitive enough when 
purifying selection is acting on only a very small number of sites. 
In an effort to circumvent this problem, we quantified negative se-
lection in two more restricted classes of intergenic sites where we 
have reason to believe that purifying selection is stronger –  gene 
promoters which are regulatory regions located close to genes 
and regions previously shown to have high sequence conservation 
between P. abies and P. sylvestris (Nystedt et al., 2013). However, 
we fail to detect the evidence of purifying selection also in these 
smaller compartments of noncoding regions. Although these re-
gions were intended to identify noncoding regions that are evolving 
under greater functional constraint than a randomly selected region 
of intergenic space, the actual sites that are the target of selective 
constraint probably make up an ever smaller subset of these sites. 
Unfortunately, the poor annotation of the Norway spruce genome 
does not allow for more fine- grained analyses. Our failure to detect 
purifying selection does, therefore, not exclude the possibility that 
some sites nevertheless are evolving under functional constraint, as 
these categories are rather crudely defined.

The overall neutrality of noncoding regions we detected for 
Norway spruce is in stark contrast with results from Drosophila and 
from humans, where a relatively large fraction of sites in noncoding 
regions are under selection, e.g., only 30%– 70% of intronic and in-
tergenic regions are classified as nearly neutral in Drosophila (Andol-
fatto, 2005; Hough et al., 2013; Sella et al., 2009), and approximately 
30% of amino acid- changing mutations behave as nearly neutral in 
humans, although there are quite a conspicuous differences be-
tween different data sets, e.g., the Environmental Genome Project 
(EGP) and Program for Genomic Applications PGA data sets (Keight-
ley & Eyre- Walker, 2007).

3.2  |  Genome- wide measures of positive selection

The extent to which positive selection contributes to molecular evo-
lution has been a long- standing question in evolutionary genetics 
(Booker et al., 2017). By accounting for the effect of slightly del-
eterious mutations, we employed an extension of the McDonald– 
Kreitman test (Eyre- Walker & Keightley, 2009), to estimate the 
proportion of adaptive substitutions (α) and the rate of adaptive 
substitutions expressed relative to the neutral substitution rate (ω). 
For these analyses, we used P. glauca as an outgroup species and 
focused on estimating rates of adaptive evolution at zerofold sites 
and sites in intronic, conserved, promoters and intergenic regions 
across the Norway spruce genome (Figure 1b,c; Table 1). The results 
suggest that noncoding regions show relatively high proportions 
adaptive substitutions, with intronic sites having the highest propor-
tion of adaptive substitutions (α = .417) and the highest estimate of 
the rate of adaptive substitutions (ω = .716), followed by promoters 
(α = .403, ω = .675) and conserved region (α = .228, ω = .295). Inter-
genic sites have substantially lower proportions of adaptive substi-
tutions (α = .139) as well as rate of adaptive substitutions (ω = .161). 
Bootstrap analysis for both the proportion of adaptive substitutions 

and adaptive rate shows that these estimates are significantly 
greater than 0 for intronic, conserved, promoters and intergenic 
sites, suggesting the action of widespread positive selection in non-
coding regions in Norway spruce. As a comparison, we found the 
lowest proportion of adaptive mutations (α = .096) and lowest rate of 
adaptive evolution (ω = .071) at zerofold nonsynonymous sites.

The large genome size of P. abies might be explained by the 
slow and constant accumulation of a heterogeneous set of LTR- 
RTs that are not counterbalanced by efficient removal mechanisms 
(Nystedt et al., 2013). Of 41 genes, 8 (two are transposon- related 
genes, three genes were unknown and three genes are related to 
the small RNA biogenesis pathway) genes show significant differ-
ential expression patterns related to embryo environment. These 
results are in line with earlier studies that have shown that tem-
perature during embryogenesis alters the embryo maturation pro-
gramme and the regulatory elements that affect gene expression, 
which in turn enable seedlings of Norway spruce to preserve a 
memory of an environmental influence and therefore fine- tune 
the regulation of adaptive performance across many years (Yakov-
lev et al., 2011). As a comparison, Williamson et al. (2014) showed 
that there is little evidence for a difference in the strength of 
positive selection on substitutions in coding regions compared 
to noncoding regions in the flowering plant C. grandiflora. This 
observation is consistent with earlier suggestions that, unlike 
in animals, flowering plant genomes may contain relatively few 
noncoding regulatory sequences that are subject to selection, 
possibly because gene expression can be modified through fre-
quent gene duplication and functional divergence rather than 
through the evolution of novel regulatory elements (Lockton & 
Gaut, 2005). The very large proportion of adaptive substitutions 
and the high adaptive rate of evolution we observe in noncoding 
regions in Norway spruce genome therefore either are an artefact 
or require a novel explanation. Polyploidy is a common mode of 
speciation and evolution in angiosperms (Leitch & Bennett, 1997); 
however, there is little evidence for recent whole- genome duplica-
tions playing significant role in the gymnosperm lineage (Nystedt 
et al., 2013). Thus, gene duplications might be rare in the Nor-
way spruce genome possibly suggesting more important roles 
for novel regulatory elements located in noncoding regions for 
modifying gene expression. Moreover, conifer genomes contain 
an abundance of repeat- rich content, mostly in the form of trans-
posable elements (De La Torre et al., 2014). Genomic repeats, and 
in particular transposable elements, have been a rich source of 
material for the assembly and tinkering of eukaryotic gene regula-
tory systems (Feschotte, 2008). The very large repetitive fraction 
(>70%) of Norway spruce genome, and specifically the fraction of 
long terminal repeat- retrotransposons (LTR- RTs) comprising the 
Ty3/Gypsy superfamily and Ty1/Copia superfamily, makes contri-
butions to large proportion of putative regulatory elements that 
ultimately could result in higher rates of adaptive evolution in non-
coding regions compared to coding regions. Finally, poor annota-
tion of Norway spruce assembly may explain the very high effect 
of positive selection in noncoding region. The very large repetitive 
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fraction of the Norway spruce genome makes it difficult to assem-
ble and annotate, resulting in >10 million scaffolds in the current 
publicly available genome assembly (Bernhardsson et al., 2019; De 
La Torre et al., 2014; Nystedt et al., 2013; Wang, Bernhardsson, & 
Ingvarsson, 2020).

3.3  |  Determinants of the efficacy of amino acid 
adaptive evolution

Compared to the high rates of adaptive evolution we observe in 
noncoding regions, the fraction of adaptive substitutions fixed by 
positive selection and the scaled rate of adaptive evolution at ze-
rofold nonsynonymous sites are low and not significantly different 
from zero as judged by the bootstrap estimates (α 95% CI: −0.037 to 
0.227 and ω 95% CI: −0.024 to 0.193, Figure 1b,c; Table 1). This sug-
gests that the proportion and rate of adaptive evolution in coding re-
gions in Norway spruce are limited. Using DNA sequence data from 
167 orthologous nuclear gene fragments, Eckert et al. (2013) found 
little evidence for long- term adaptive nonsynonymous evolution in 
11 species of soft pines (subgenus Strobus), with only one of the α 
estimates being significantly different from zero. It is reasonable to 
expect that estimates of α will vary among plants with differing life 
histories because life history characteristics of plants are known to 
affect standing levels of genetic diversity (Eckert et al., 2013). Soft 
pines are important components of coniferous forests distributed 
throughout the Northern Hemisphere, and they share many life his-
tory characteristics with Norway spruce, such as long generation 
time and a predominantly outcrossing mating system that rely al-
most exclusively on wind pollination (Neale & Wheeler, 2019), and 
it is, thus, nor surprising that we observe similar patterns of adap-
tive evolution in soft pines and Norway spruce. As a contrast, some 
angiosperm plants have reported relatively large proportions of 
amino acid substitutions being fixed by positive selection, for exam-
ple, 40% in C. grandiflora (Slotte et al., 2010) and 75% in sunflowers 
(Strasburg et al., 2009). Even angiosperm species that have similar 
life history traits as gymnosperms may still show much higher rates 
of adaptive evolution. Estimates in species from the genus Populus 
that are long- lived outcrossing forest trees show proportions of 
amino acid substitutions being fixed by positive selection in excess 
of 30% in P. tremula (Ingvarsson, 2009) and 33.8% in P. tremuloides 
(Lin et al., 2018), suggesting life history traits may not play a large 
role in determining adaptive evolution but rather other factors. An 
open question that thus remains is why we observe such a large 
disparity in the rates of adaptive evolution at nonsynonymous sites 
among different plant species and what factors are important for 
explaining variation in the efficacy of selection.

Hill– Robertson interference (HRi) is expected to reduce the over-
all efficiency of natural selection when a newly arisen advantageous 
mutation occurs in linkage disequilibrium with either other benefi-
cial mutations or with deleterious mutations (Castellano et al., 2016; 
Comeron et al., 2008; Felsenstein, 1974; Hill & Robertson, 1966). 

The magnitude of this linkage effect depends on local recombination 
rate and selection intensities. We, therefore, first assessed the rela-
tionship between the rate of adaptive evolution (Ka+) and recombi-
nation rate (scaffold length above 10 kb), expecting to see a positive 
correlation because the influence of linkage is expected to be stron-
ger, hence resulting in stronger HRi, in regions of low compared to 
high recombination rates. To estimate the rate of adaptive evolution, 
it is necessary to combine data from several genes because estimates 
tend to be error prone and sometimes undefined for individual genes 
(Castellano et al., 2016). We grouped genes into 10 bins based on 
recombination rates estimated from the Sweden– Norway popula-
tion, with each bin on average containing 3079 scaffolds and 3710 
genes (Table S4). We found a positive correlation between the rate 
of adaptive evolution and the recombination rate (Spearman's rank 
correlation coefficient r = .164, Figure 2b). This correlation is not sig-
nificant, likely due to the limited number of bins used and possibly 
also because estimated population- scaled recombination rates from 
data on linkage disequilibrium (LD) are unstable in such a fragmented 
genome assembly as in Norway spruce. We further test whether a 
curvilinear relationship fits the data better than a linear model by 
fitting the function y = abx to our data and comparing it to the fit of 
a linear model (Table S3). Both Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) 
and Schwarz's Bayesian criterion (BIC) showed that the curvilinear 
model is favoured, in which 17.4% of the variation in Ka+ can be ex-
plained by variation in the recombination rate (Figure 2b; Table S3). 
A positive correlation between recombination rate and Ka+ could be 
due to mutagenic recombination. Wang, Bernhardsson, and Ingvars-
son (2020) found a positive correlation between nucleotide diversity 
and recombination rate but no correlation between divergence and 
recombination rate, suggesting that recombination is not mutagenic 
in Norway spruce. Similarly, genes embedded in gene- rich regions 
are expected to show stronger HRi because more sites are under 
selection in these genes compared to genes located in gene poor 
regions, resulting in an expected negative correlation between gene 
density and the rate of adaptive evolution. We again grouped genes 
into 10 bins but now based on gene density, with each bin includ-
ing 5472 scaffolds and 6591 genes on average (Table S5). We ob-
serve a negative relationship between Ka+ and gene density with 
a Spearman's rank correlation equal to −0.345 (Figure 2d). Again, 
a curvilinear model (y = abx) provided a better fit to the data com-
pared to a linear model, showing that gene density explains 9.90% 
of the variation in Ka+ (Figure 2d; Table S4). We also calculated 
correlations between the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous 
substitution rates (Ka/Ks) and recombination rates or gene density. 
As expected, Ka/Ks was positively correlated with recombination 
rate (a simple linear model was favoured), while Ka/Ks was negatively 
correlated with gene density (a curvilinear model was favoured). All 
these correlations, thus, suggest a widespread influence from HRi on 
the efficiency of adaptive evolution in the coding regions of Norway 
spruce. One concern that needs to be addressed in the future is that 
neither of the correlations between Ka + and recombination rate or 
gene density are significant, reflecting the large noisy data sets that 
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    |  5297WANG and INGVARSSON

F I G U R E  2  Relations between recombination rate in the x axis and (a) the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates 
(Ka/Ks) in the y axis, (b) the rate of adaptive amino acid substitutions (Ka+). Relations between gene density and (c) Ka/Ks, (d) Ka+. Each data 
point has been estimated binning genes. Parameters for each bin can be consulted in Tables S4 and S5. The Spearman correlation coefficient 
(r) and linear/nonlinear regression (r2) are shown in each plot. Best fitting regression lines are depicted in blue.
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we currently have access to for this study. As genome assemblies are 
refined and become more contiguous in conifers (Niu et al., 2022; 
Shalev et al., 2022), the resources for performing the types of analy-
ses we have presented here should improve substantially.

Our results are in accordance with those of Castellano 
et al. (2016) who found that the rate of adaptive amino acid sub-
stitution at a given position of the genome is positively correlated 
to both the rate of recombination and the mutation rate and nega-
tively correlated with the gene density of the region in Drosophila. 
Castellano et al. (2016), therefore, concluded that HRi hampers the 
rate of adaptive evolution in Drosophila and that the variation in re-
combination, gene density and mutation along the genome affects 
the impact of HRi. We did not detect any correlations between Ka+ 
and mutation rate in Norway spruce, and thus there is no support for 
the hypothesis that genes with high mutation rates adapt at a higher 
rate than those with low mutation rates. However, this can largely 
be attributed to the limited outgroup data we have access to which 
makes it difficult to estimate mutation rates accurately in our study. 
Moreover, there is evidence that genes with specific functions, 
such as immune system in Drosophila (Obbard et al., 2009), undergo 
higher rates of adaptive evolution than other genes. The lack of such 
information in plants suggests that there is a need for more detailed 
understanding of how gene functions influence the efficiency of 
adaptive evolution in plants and especially in forest trees.

Variation in effective population size (Ne) among species also 
drives variation in the efficacy of selection (Kimura, 1983; Ohta, 1973, 
1992). In species with low Ne, the impact of positive selection will 
decrease, leading to lower fixation rates of adaptive mutations and 
also longer waiting time for beneficial mutations to arise. In contrast, 
in species with large populations, selection is more effective result-
ing in higher rates of fixation of adaptive mutations. The end result is 
that we expect a positive relationship between population size and 
the rate of adaptive evolution (Gossmann et al., 2010). Compared to 
the relatively large estimates of Ne seen in some flowering plants, 
e.g., ~100,000 in P. tremula (Ingvarsson, 2009), ∼500,000 in C. gran-
diflora (Foxe et al., 2009), ~832,154 in H. annuus and ~733,133 in H. 
petiolaris (Gossmann et al., 2010), Wang, Street, et al. (2020) inferred 
low effective population size in all of three populations of Norway 
spruce (~1633 in Finland population, ~4428 in Sweden– Norway 
population and ~311,241 in Central- Europe population), ultimately 
resulting in the low rates of adaptive evolution we observe in coding 
regions. Finally, using the folded SFS is expected to yield a greater 
underestimation of α than using the unfolded SFS (Charlesworth & 
Eyre- Walker, 2008). Using data from a single outgroup individual, as 
we have done in this study, makes it difficult to infer ancestral states 
accurately, and use of the folded SFS in our calculations can thus be 
a possible factor contributing to the low estimates for the efficiency 
of positive selection we observe in Norway spruce.

3.4  |  Genome- wide scan for regions under 
positive and balancing selection

Positive selection changes not only the frequency of an advanta-
geous variant but also neighbouring polymorphic sites, leaving 
distinct patterns in the levels of polymorphism and linkage dis-
equilibrium across the genome (Sabeti et al., 2002). Similarly, bal-
ancing selection occurs when multiple alleles are maintained at 
intermediate frequencies in a population, which can result in their 
preservation over long evolutionary time periods, leading to an ex-
cess number of intermediate frequency polymorphisms near a bal-
anced variant (Siewert & Voight, 2017). Identifying such genomic 
signatures through genome- wide scans can help identifying genes 
or genomic regions that are evolving under the influence of natural 
selection. This will further help us to better understand the role of 
natural selection in the evolutionary history of a species and aid in 
interpreting results for regions previously associated with pheno-
types of interest.

We used RAiSD to scan the whole genome for signals of selec-
tive sweeps in Norway spruce. The RAiSD algorithm accounts for the 
expected reduction of variation in the region of a putative selective 
sweep, the shift in the SFS towards low-  and high- frequency- derived 
variants and the emergence of a localized LD pattern characterized 
by high LD on each side of a beneficial mutation and low LD be-
tween loci that are located on different sides of the beneficial allele. 
We defined the top 0.1% windows of the genome- wide distribution 
RAiSD values as putative outliers, resulting in a total of 61,756 out-
lier windows across the whole genome of Norway spruce. These 
61,756 windows tag 4208 unique genomic scaffolds and cover a 
total of 1,594,244 SNPs (Figure 3a; Table S6). We further used a test 
based on summary statistics, β, to search for signals of long- term 
balancing selection across the genome for Norway spruce (Siewert 
& Voight, 2017). We identified a total of 61,451 outlier windows pu-
tatively under balancing selection in Norway spruce covering a total 
of 492,769 variants with those windows (Figure 3b; Table S6).

To understand the impact of positive and balancing selection on 
genetic variation, we used SNPs within outlier windows that were 
identified as being under either positive or balancing selection to 
calculate a variety of population genetic statistics that were then 
compared to the remaining genomic regions. We also randomly sam-
pled putatively ‘neutral’ scaffolds, creating pseudo- data sets with 
similar numbers of scaffolds as we observed in the sets of scaffolds 
under positive and balancing selection to avoid imbalances in the 
data sets used to calculate population statistics. The fixation of ad-
vantageous mutations increases fitness and skews the SFS towards 
an excess of low-  and/or high- frequency- derived alleles and reduces 
genetic diversity in the vicinity of the selected site (Dutheil, 2020), 
while balancing selection maintains advantageous polymorphisms in 

F I G U R E  3  Genome- wide scan to detect outliers under positive selection and balancing selection for Sweden– Norway population (25 
individuals). (a) Histogram distribution of RAiSDs to identify outliers under positive selection. (b) Histogram distribution of Beta Scores to 
identify outliers under balancing selection. (c) Comparisons between outliers identified representing regions under positive (PS) or balancing 
(BS) selection, with the remaining neutral genomic regions (N1, N2, N3) using a variety of population genetic summary statistics.
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populations, leading to an excess number of intermediate frequency 
polymorphisms and an increased genetic diversity near the balanced 
variant (de Filippo et al., 2016). In line with predictions from popula-
tion genetics theory, we observe lower pairwise nucleotide diversity 
(π = 0.005) at SNPs that were classified as evolving under positive 
selection. Similarly, variants identified as evolving under balancing 
selection have higher nucleotide diversity (π = 0.053) compared to 
the genome- wide average and as randomly sampled ‘neutral’ regions 
(π = 0.006– 0.007) (Figure 3c; Figure S2; Table S7). These deviations 
are also mirrored in a summary statistic based on the SFS, Tajima's 
D, where values are generally positive (2.11) for variants located in 

regions under balancing selection, suggesting an excess of alleles at 
intermediate frequencies in those regions as expected from popula-
tion genetics theory. In contrast, both neutral regions and sites under 
positive selection showed predominantly negative Tajima's D values. 
The overall negative values (−0.423 to −0.445) at ‘neutral’ regions 
are indicative of a demographic history in Norway spruce character-
ized by a population expansion following a recent bottleneck (Wang, 
Bernhardsson, & Ingvarsson, 2020). For sites in regions under posi-
tive selection, the Tajima's D values are even more negative (−0.849), 
which suggest an even greater abundance of rare alleles compared 
to that in neutral regions which matches with expectations from 

F I G U R E  4  Enriched GO categories for genes under positive selection and balancing selection.
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regions having experiences recent selective sweeps (Tajima, 1989; 
Zeng et al., 2006). We found that regions under positive selection 
had higher recombination rates and lower gene densities compared 
to neutral regions. These results are in accordance with our previous 
results that we confirmed a positive correlation between the adap-
tive rate (Ka+) and recombination rate and the negative correlation 
between adaptive rate and gene density, both of which are mediated 
by Hill– Robertson interference (Figure 2). However, compared with 
neutral regions, we observed lower recombination rates in regions 
under balancing selection, possibly because the identification of a 
locus with an old balanced polymorphism is facilitated by low recom-
bination rates that result in the genealogical histories of adjacent 
SNPs to be more strongly correlated. In these cases, the ability to 
pinpoint the actual target of selection will also be reduced because 
larger segments of the genome will be affected (Tian et al., 2002). 
Moreover, we found that both GC density and repeat density were 
lower in regions under positive and balancing selection compared to 
neutral regions. Apuli et al. (2020) found a significantly positive cor-
relation between gene density and GC contents and a significantly 
negative correlation between repeat density and LD- based recombi-
nation rates in European aspen (P. tremula). A similar pattern in Nor-
way spruce would explain the low GC content and repeat density for 
sites under positive selection and the low GC content for sites under 
balancing selection that we observed in Norway spruce. However, 
although we detect low repeat densities around sites under balanc-
ing selection, there is evidence of balancing selection on transpos-
able elements (TEs). For instance, Chen, Zhang, et al. (2017) and 
Chen, Glémin, and Lascoux (2017) showed that the heat- shock pro-
tein Hsp90 is found only in a heterozygote state and seems to dis-
play latitudinal variation (Bourgeois & Boissinot, 2019). The role of 
repeats in regions undergoing balancing selection in Norway spruce 
is thus worth investigating in greater detail in future studies.

3.5  |  Genes under positive and balancing selection

To assess whether there were any specific biological functions that 
were significantly overrepresented among the genes located in re-
gions identified as undergoing either positive (197 genes) or long- 
term balancing selection (13 genes), we performed gene ontology 
(GO) enrichment analysis. We identified 27 significantly enriched 
GO categories for genes under positive selection, which all be-
long to different molecular functions (Figure 4, red bars; Table S7). 
These GO clusters were primarily associated with transporter ac-
tivity (transmembrane and substrate- specific), binding process (het-
erocyclic and organic cyclic compound, small molecule, nucleotide, 
nucleoside phosphate, cofactor, isoprenoid, monocarboxylic acid, 
identical protein, hormone and coenzyme), ATPase activity, hydro-
lase activity, protein homodimerization activity, catalytic activity 
and nucleoside- triphosphatase activity. We only detected one sig-
nificant GO terms for the candidate genes under long- term balanc-
ing selection with FDR corrected p < .1, associated with molecular 
function of protochlorophyllide reductase activity (Figure 4, blue 

bars). In addition, other GO categories for candidate genes under 
long- term balancing selection that were significant before false- 
discovery correction include both molecular function of glucan exo- 
1,3- beta- glucosidase activity, oxidoreductase activity transferase 
activity, dCMP deaminase activity and biological process involved 
in skeletal muscle contraction and negative regulation of humoral 
immune response (Table S7).

4  |  CONCLUSION

In this population genomic survey, we use whole- genome resequenc-
ing data from 34 individuals of Norway spruce, spanning most of the 
natural distribution of the species. We first evaluate the efficacy of 
both purifying and positive selection across the whole genome of P. 
abies. Our results show that negative selection is limited to coding 
regions as we fail to detect any evidence of purifying selection in in-
tronic and intergenic regions as well as in two more restricted sets of 
intergenic sites, ultra- conserved regions between P. abies and Pinus 
sylvestris and gene promoters.

We further analysed which factors are important for determin-
ing the efficacy of protein adaptation in Norway spruce. We ob-
serve a positive correlation between the rate of adaptive evolution 
and recombination rates and a negative correlation between the 
rate of adaptive evolution and gene density which both suggest a 
widespread influence from Hill– Robertson interference. We finally 
scanned the Norway spruce genome to identify potential outlier re-
gions evolving under either positive or balancing selection and com-
pared population statistics for those outliers with neutral regions. 
Gene ontology enrichment analysis for genes located in regions 
identified as undergoing either positive or long- term balancing se-
lection also highlighted specific molecular functions and biological 
processes in that appear to be targets of selection in Norway spruce. 
This study constitutes one of the first to find convincing evidence of 
natural selection within both coding and noncoding genomes for a 
conifer species. Future studies should aim to use even more broadly 
sampled populations of the species to further extend the analyses 
on the importance of adaptive evolution throughout the evolution-
ary history of Norway spruce.
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